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ABSTRACT
In recent years, millimeter-wave (mmWave) is becoming a
significant component of the next-generation wireless com-
munication due to its up to 7 Gbps transmission rate. In addi-
tion to the communication benefits, the unique sensing fea-
ture of mmWave attracts more attention. Nowadays, the ser-
vices of human detection and identification are needed in nu-
merous application scenarios, such as smart home and smart
industry. The RF-based sensing techniques, especially WiFi-
based, are widely utilized in human detection and identifi-
cation. However, these work either require humans to carry
devices or cannot detect and identify multiple people simul-
taneously.

In this paper, we propose mmSense, a device-free multi-
persondetectionand identificationframework,whichexploits
the unique mmWave sensing features. First, we utilize the
properties of directionality, impenetrability, and reflection
of 60 GHz signal for objects to fingerprint the environments.
Based on the generated environment fingerprints with and
without human presence, mmSense can detect and localize
thepresenceofmultiplepeoplesimultaneouslyvia theLSTM-
based classificationmodel. Moreover, we propose a novel ap-
proach to use humans’ outline profile and vital signs to iden-
tify multiple people by using 60 GHz reflected signals of the
human body. We conduct extensive experiments to demon-
strate the low-cost and effectiveness of our approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the broad deployment of the Internet of Things
(IoT) is changing the world and makes human’s lives more
convenient. Human is always the core element considered in
the design of IoT. Human detection and identification are es-
sential functions in IoT applications. For instance, in smart
homes, the detection of human presence enables the automa-
tion of a variety of indoor applications. One typical appli-
cation is that the automatic room temperature adjustment
basedonhumans’presence.For theelderly, continuouslymon-
itoringtheir locationsandbehaviorscouldhelp todetect some
emergency cases, such as a long stay in the bathroom due
to suddenly falling. For smart building, the detection of hu-
manandestimationof roomoccupancy isofparticular impor-
tance, which can be used to dynamically adjust the heating,
ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) facilities to reduce
energy consumption. However, the existing approaches are
facing many challenges.
First, someworks require humans to carry a particular de-

vice to assist the detection of presence. However, it is infeasi-
ble to request everybody towear such a device at any time in
most scenarios, such as human detection in a shopping mall.
Thus, device-free based solutions, such as WiFi sensing, are
adoptedwidely todetecthumansandeven theirgestures.But
theyeither require thehumantocontinuouslymove todetect
his presenceor theyneed to conduct a lot of preliminarymea-
surement and profiling with manual intervention in a strict
controlled-environment.
Furthermore, the current most solutions cannot support

multi-person detection and identification. The channel state
information (CSI) [11, 19] from the WiFi signal can be uti-
lized to detect and identify one single person. However, the
multi-path effect introduced by a complex indoor environ-
ment makes it challenging to establish an accurate model to
distinguish and detect multi-person simultaneously. Other
additional Non-intrusive information, such as electrical en-
ergy demand, water consumption, and various indoor IoT
sensors are used to enhance the accuracy of human presence
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detection [3, 7]. But this also increases the complexity of hu-
mandetection and localization and cannot implement the de-
tection in a real-time fashion.

Recently, 60GHz communication, as themost crucial next-
generationwirelesscommunicationtechnique, iswidelyadopted
due to its extraordinary data rate (up to 6.7 Gbps). 60 GHz’s
shortwavelength leads toanexcellentsensingcapability.The
increasingly widespread deployment of mmWave communi-
cation also provides us the feasibility and availability to use
themmWave for sensing. In this paper,we proposemmSense,
a device-free multi-person detection and identification ap-
proach via mmWave sensing. The contributions of our work
are as follows:
• Weuse the properties of directionality, impenetrability, re-
flection, and scattering of 60GHz signal for objects and hu-
manbodies tofingerprint the environmentswith andwith-
out human presence. The designed fingerprinting method
can be done automatically without human intervention.

• Based on the monitored 60 GHz signals and generated fin-
gerprints of environments, mmSense can detect the pres-
ence of multi-person humans and their locations simul-
taneously via the LSTM-based classification model. Our
model can be tuned automaticallywithout the need of pro-
fessional experiences to select the features manually.

• We put forward a novel approach to construct the human
outline andmeasure thehumans’ vital signs via the 60GHz
reflected signals. We correlate the 60 GHz RSS series with
the measurement of different people’s outlines and vital
signs to identify the humans.

• We design extensive experiments to demonstrate the low-
cost and effectiveness of our human detection and iden-
tification mechanism. Our method can be widely applied
for practical scenarios and facilitate the current research
in both human detection and identification.

2 HUMAN
DETECTIONAND IDENTIFICATION

2.1 System overview
In this work, we propose a novel multi-person detection and
identification system. First, the system tries to learn the en-
vironments and construct the fingerprints of environments
with and without human presence. The unique directional-
ity, impenetrability, reflection, and scattering characteristics
of 60 GHz signals for diverse objects and human bodies can
be used to generate the fingerprints. Based on the generated
fingerprints of environments, we use the LSTM-based clas-
sification model to detect the human presence and their lo-
cations. Compared to the traditionalWiFi-based localization
fingerprinting, our approach does not need human interven-
tionandcanbedoneautomatically. Byutilizing environment
segmentation and spatial isolation of the 60 GHz signal, our
system can detect multiple people and their locations simul-
taneously.
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Figure 1: Overview ofmmSense
Oncewe candetect humans’ presences and their locations,

the system will adjust their Tx and Rx beams to the human
body and tried to identify the humans based on the reflected
60 GHz signal from the human body. We propose a novel re-
search direction that uses the human outline and vital signs
to identify humans. The collected reflected RSS series can be
used to construct the human outline and analyze human’s vi-
tal signs, which form the unique feature set to identify the
humans. The procedures our human detection and identifi-
cation are displayed in Figure 1.

2.2 Environment
and human body reflectionmodel

First,webuild the reflectionmodel of objects andhumanbod-
ies, which is used for the generation of environment finger-
prints. For a pair of Transmitter (Tx) and Receiver (Rx), the
path loss PL can be calculated as follows:

PL=Ld+LRl =20loд(
4πd
λ

)+LRl (1)
whereLd andLRl are the signal attenuation of distanced and
signal reflection loss. The reflection loss LRl is related to the
reflection coefficient ϑ of objects. We use Par and Pbr to de-
note the values of reflected (after reflection) and incident (be-
fore reflection) power. Then the LRl can be calculated as fol-
lows:

LRl =
Par
Pbr
=
��ϑ ��2= �� 1−e−j2ε

1−ϑ ′2
i e

−j2ε ϑ
′
i

��2, for i ∈ {⊥,∥} (2)

where ε = 2π l
λ

√
ξ2/ξ1−sin2θ . l , λ and θ are the thickness of

the reflecting source, signal wavelength and the incident an-
gle. ξ1 and ξ2 represent the permittivities of first and second
transmission medium. ϑ⊥ and ϑ ∥ are the Fresnel’s reflection
coefficients [2] when the electric field is perpendicular and
parallel to the incidence plane.
In addition to the reflection, the roughness of object sur-

face may produce scattering effect. Then the incident power
is distributed over the specular direction. The roughness of
anobject surface canbedeterminedby theRayleigh criterion
ash′=λ/(8cosθ ). Theobject surface is considered tobe rough
if the height h of a given surface is larger than h′, otherwise,



it is smooth. The scattering loss factor εs with the standard
deviation of surface height σh will be denoted by:

εs =exp
[
−8(πσhcosθ

λ
)2
]

(3)
Then the Fresnel reflection coefficients are modified by:

{ϑ⊥,ϑ ∥}rouдh =εs ·{ϑ⊥,ϑ ∥} (4)

2.3 Multi-person detection and localization
In this work, we consider a typical indoor mmWave commu-
nication deployment, where there are one Tx and multiple
Rx. The Tx is usually placed in a fixed location and works
as a router. The Rx could be a variety of electronic devices
that request high-speed wireless access, such as the televi-
sion, desktop computer, and camera. Our approach can be
easily extended to multiple Tx if one Tx cannot cover all the
signal transmission areas.

Fingerprintsgeneration.Ourgoal is todetectmulti-person
and obtain their locations. The variation of the reflected sig-
nal from the environment could imply the appearance of hu-
mans. To detect the presence of multi-person, we propose to
segment the environment into different areas. Initially,mm-
Sense system isunacquaintedwith the environment anddoes
know nothing. Based on the angle of departure (AoD) of sig-
nal fromTx, theenvironment is segmented intoK fine-grained
areasA = {A1,...,Ak ,...,AK }. For a specific beam widthw ,
areaAk can be covered by a beam angle set from the Tx side:

ΛAk = {ΛAk
1 ,Λ

Ak
2 ,...,Λ

Ak
a } (5)

which also corresponds to certain beam sectors of transmis-
sion. For theRx side, supposewehaveM receivers {R1,...,Rm ,
...,RM }. The angel of arrival (AoA) of signal for receiver Rm
could be represented as:

ΛRm = {ΛRm
1 ,Λ

Rm
2 ,...,Λ

Rm
b } (6)

Then, there are a×b transmission paths (beam sectors pairs)
TP between Tx and Rx Rm :

TPi ∈BSAk
Rm
=ΛAk ×ΛRm (7)

Instead of line-of-sight (LOS), we only consider the non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) transmissionspaths. The signal variationsof
NLOS resulting from the reflection of diverse environmental
surfaces can be used to fingerprint the environments.

According toEquation1, the received signal strength (RSS)
loss for transmission pathTPi could be denoted as:

RSST PiRm
=−PL(d,ϑ ,θ ) (8)

For each path, the RSS may be distinct due to different trans-
missiondistanced , reflection coefficientϑ and incident angle
θ . For theareaAk , all the transmissionpaths fromK receivers
can be denoted via:
BSAk � {BSR1 ,...,BSRM }= {ΛAk ×ΛR1 ,...,ΛAk ×ΛRM } (9)

In order to capture the spatial and temporal characteristics of
reflected signal fromenvironment,Tx rotates to scan thearea
Ak starting from beam angleΛAk

1 toΛAk
a . Each receiver Rm

monitors the reflected signals at an AoAΛRm
i and record the

ni sequential RSS values {RSS
ΛRmi
1 ,RSS

ΛRmi
2 ,...,RSS

ΛRmi
ni }. We

combine the monitored RSS sequences from multiple AoAs
and build a new RSS sequence:

−−→
RSS = {(RSSΛ

Rm
1 ,...,RSSΛ

Rm
b ),m ∈ {1,...,M}} (10)

Then we obtain a matrix from multiple receivers from R1 to
RM that represents the fingerprints of areaAk :

FAi
k =

R1 ··· ··· RM©«
ª®®®¬

RSS11 RSS12 ··· RSS1M
RSS21 RSS22 ··· RSS2M
...

...
. . .

...
RSSn1 RSSn2 ··· RSSnM

i ∈ {0,1}

The environment may contain humans or not. For an area
Ak ,weuseA1

k to indicate that onepersonappear in this area,
and useA0

k to indicate the area is empty.
LSTM-based human detection model. If we initially

segment the environment into K areas, we have 2×K labels
that show the state of the areas. We model this problem as
a classification problem by establishing the dependency be-
tween 60GHz signal fingerprints and the state of different ar-
eas. Therefore, the inputs to themodel are RSSmatrix F , and
the outputs of themodel are the area indexes and their states.

To exploit the spatial and temporal features of the data,
we employ long short-termmemory (LSTM) neural network.
Because the LSTMmodel can retain information across hun-
dredsof timesteps, the temporaldependenciesof thedatacan
be exploited. Furthermore, the forward LSTM contextualizes
the current time-step based on those it has seen previously
and is inherently suitable for real-time applications.

Due to the initial fine-grained environment segmentation,
some continuous areas, such as {Ai ,Ai+1, ...,Aj }, may be
covered by one human. Then we can merge these areas into
one new area and re-segment the environments based on
human presence. The automatic environment segmentation
can reduce the cost of trainingand testingofourLSTM-based
model for the future human detection and localization.

2.4 Human identification
Human identification is an important research direction be-
cause it has relations with many applications in various sce-
narios, such as user authentication in a smart home. There-
fore, after detecting the presence of humans and localizing
theirpositions,mmSense adjusts itsTxandRxbeams towards
human(s) and tries to identify the humans further.

In this work, we propose to use mmWave sensing tech-
nique to identify humans. The proposed approach can dis-
cover a rich set of human properties, including human out-
line and vital signs. By measuring the reflected signals from
the human body, we can correlate the RSS series and human
properties. Next, we provide the feature set of human prop-
erties and discuss how mmSense uses them for human iden-
tification.
Body surface boundary. The human body can be charac-
terized by multiple dimensions. As shown in Figure 2, the
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shape of a human outline can be reflected by the mutative
bodywidths in the vertical plane. The typicalwidths of shoul-
der, bust, waist, and hip for people are different. These val-
ues of widths can be used to build the front view of a hu-
man outline. By exploiting the unique effect of 60 GHz direc-
tionality on signal reflection, we can detect the body surface
boundary. Figure 3 shows that how we measure the widths
for the human body.Within the same plane, when Txmoves
its beam to cover the inside of the body area, the Rx can align
its beam to receive the reflected signals.When Txmoves out-
side the body area, the reflecting medium of the body disap-
pears, and the Rx cannot receive any signals. Thus, based on
the reflected signal,wecanfind twoboundarypoints that can
beused to compute thewidth.Wecould use the samemethod
tomeasure thebodywidths in thevertical plane.Thenwecan
construct the front view of the human body. What we mea-
sure here are not the real body widths. Due to the change
of the distance between the Tx and the human body, the val-
ues may also be different. So we use the scale values among
widths to identify the person.
Body surface curvature. From the side view of body in Fig-
ure 2, we can find the human body surface is curved, either
convex or concave. Figure 4 and 5 shows the reflected signal
of concaveandconvexbodysurface.The focalpointTxmirror
can be located via intersecting the reported AoAs. Following
the mirror and lens equations, a surface’s curvature type is
determined by its focal length f :

1
f
=

1
dTx
+

1
dTxmirror

(11)

wheredTx anddTxmirror are defined in Figure 4 and 5. The
surface is convex if f > 0, concave if f <0 and plane if f →∞.
| f | is half of the curvature radius. If Tx sends the signal to
the curved surface, the received reflected signal of Rx will
be diverse with different values of f . We can correlate the
reflected RSS values and f to compute the curvatures of dif-
ferent body areas. These values of curvatures could also be
used to identify the humans.
Vital signs.Thevital signs can also be utilized to identify hu-
mans. The research work in [17] shows that we canmeasure
human’s breathing and heart rates via the reflected 60 GHz
signals. By directing the Tx and Rx beams to the chest, the
tiny chest movements due to the breath and heartbeat can
be reflected by the sequential RSS values. In addition to the

respiratory rate and heart rate, chest motion patterns from
persons, such as amplitude, are also distinct, which can also
be used to identify humans.
Thebodysurfaceboundary,curvature,andvital signsbuild

srobust futuresset to identifyaperson.Bycontinuallyrecord-
ing the RSS reflected signals from these dimensions, we can
build the fingerprints and use a classical classification algo-
rithm, such as random forest, to classify the humans.

3 EVALUATION
60 GHz sensing platform.We build a customized 60 GHz
sensing platform to conduct the experiments. Figure 6 illus-
trates the key components of the system. At the transmitter
side, a Keysight EXG N5172B signal generator provides 10
MHz baseband signals. The signals are then up-converted to
60 GHz by the VubIQ 60 GHz front-end. At the receiver side,
the signals are first down-converted to the baseband signals,
then fed to a spectrum analyzer (Keysight EXA N9010A) to
obtain the real-timemeasurementof thechannel’sRSSbycal-
culating the power spectral density distribution. In order to
emulate the electronicphased-arraybasedbeamsteering,we
deployprogrammablemotorized rotators at both transmitter
and receiver sides.
Human detection and localization. To prove the effec-

tiveness of our human detection and localization approach,
we select one typical indoor office room and design exten-
sive experiments to evaluate our approach. The layout of the
indoor environment is shown in Figure 7. This indoor envi-
ronment consists of a variety of reflection mediums, such as
wall, conference TV, whiteboard, metal bookshelf, etc. Other
kinds of objects, such as desktop and printer, can also be the
objects to influence the reflected signals. Instead of the disad-
vantages of the complicated environment in WiFi-sensing,
the more complicated environment will increase the accu-
racy of our environment fingerprinting.We show the finger-
prints we describe in Equation 10 of three areas with and
without human presence in Figure 8. Each area is covered by
a sector of angle 40◦. From the figure, we can see that sequen-
tial RSS values are distinguishable in human’s presence and
absence scenarios. In Figure 8a, there are two peaks because
the presence of human body extend the reflecting medium
and form the second signal peak. But in Figure 8b, the curve
of RSS variation becomes narrowerwhen a human is present.
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Figure 9: (a) Precision and recall for 8 areas w/o human presence. (b) Confusion matrix for 4 areas w/ and w/o
human presence. (c) Confusion matrix for 5 person classification. (d) Measurement of different person’s chest
breadth. (e) Construction of human outline via finding boundary points.

The reason is that this is a corner area, and the human body
blocks part of the second order reflected beams. From Figure
8c, we can see that the fingerprint of this area with human
presence is different from the other two areas, which implies
a more complicated environment.

In order to implement human detection and localization,
we have to prove that the environment with and without
human presence can be fingerprinted. First, we show that
withouthumanpresence, the environment is distinguishable.
And then, we can further distinguish the environments with
andwithouthumanpresence.Wesplit theenvironmentshown
in Figure 7 into 8 areas and collect 35 sequential RSS samples
for each area. Each RSS ample consists of 600 RSS data points
and form the fingerprint of the area. Thenwe import the data
into the LSTM neural network to train and test and obtain a
classificationaccuracyof98.75%,which isdisplayed inFigure
9a. Further, we collect the fingerprints of the environments
with human presence. We use the fingerprints to determine
in which areas humans are present. Then we can detect the
multi-person human presence and their locations. Figure 9b
displays the confusion matrix for four areas with and with-
out human presence. The classification accuracy can reach
to 97.73%,which also shows the excellent performance of hu-
man detection and localization. Figure 7 shows our approach
finally detects four persons and their locations, whichmatch
the fact that four people sit in the office.

Human identification.Once a human is located, Tx and
Rx adjust their beams towards the human body, and we at-
tempt to identify the person. We conduct some preliminary
experiments to show the effectiveness of our approach. We

propose a rich feature set to identify humans. First, we evalu-
ate the vital signs related features.We recruit five volunteers
to assist in our experiments.Wemake the Tx and Rx towards
these volunteers’ chest and collect 90 samples for each per-
son. Each sample consists of an RSS sequence of 30 seconds.
Weprocess thedatausinga12s slidingwindowandextract 14
statistic features(e.g., mean and std) for each window. Then
we use a random forest classifier to classify the five people
and obtain an accuracy of 93%. The confusion matrix of the
classification is shown in Figure 9c.
Another featurewe utilize is the human outline. As shown

in Figure 3, we use the 60 GHz reflection signals to measure
thehumanbody’width.Wemeasure fourpeople’sbustwidth
andshowthemonitoredRSSsequence inFigure9d.Themarker
[0] displays the left boundary points of four people, which is
the start of the reflected signal.We can see the other four dif-
ferentmarkers in the feature representing the rightboundary
points of different people. The widths of the reflected signal
indicate the chest widths of different people.
Moreover, we want to construct the human outline, not

just the chestwidth. Figure 9e shows the idea of constructing
the human outline by continuously finding boundary points
of the body. We first scan the body horizontally until the
beam touches the human body(first reflected signal), then
verticallymove the TX beam direction and scan horizontally
in the direction opposite to the previous horizontal scan un-
til the TX beam moves out human body (no reflected sig-
nal). The first two boundary points in Figure 9e show this
procedure. We repeat this procedure and scan the human
body along amodified zigzag route. The density of boundary
points determines the granularity of the humanbodyoutline.



Fine-grained outline makes high identification accuracy but
also incurs the higher processing overhead. We plan to thor-
oughly explore the relationship between point density, con-
struction cost and identification accuracy in future work.

4 RELATEDWORK
In recent years, many research work about algorithms, pro-
tocols, frameworks,andapplications[5,6, 9, 15]aboutmmWave
communicationgreatlyenhance thebroaddeploymentofmmWave
devices. The very short wavelength, high directionality, and
goodreflectivity leadtoauniquesensingpropertyofmmWave
signal. [12] harnesses 60 GHz radios to sense the environ-
ment to boost network performance. [18] uses only RSS se-
ries analysis to sense and image an object. Authors in [16]
studies the feasibility of using mmWave to sense sugar con-
tents in fruits. WaveEar [14] can recover the voice by direct-
ing the mmWave signals towards the near-throat region of
the speaker and sensing his/her vocal vibrations. The excel-
lent sensingcapabilitiesofmmWaveprovideusanewchance
to implement multi-person detection and identification.

In numerous scenarios, such as smart home and smart in-
dustry, detecting human presence, localizing their positions,
and further identifying are the fundamental services for ap-
plications. WiFi radio is widely adopted in human sensing.
[8] detects the human presence via analyzing occurrences
of non-linear correlations among subcarriers. In order to de-
grademultipath effects, [10] tries to pre-process the CSI data
and utilizes the subcarriers’ data that are not affected bymul-
tipath to increase the accuracy of human detection and lo-
calization. The amplitude and phase information of CSI is
also leveraged to detect human’s vital signs and gait pattern
[1, 4, 13] to identify and authenticate users. However, these
methods cannot detect and identify multiple people due to
the strict environment requirement for WiFi sensing. mm-
Sense uses mmWave signal’ high sensitivity to human body
and unique spatial isolation to greatly release the environ-
ment constrains while increasing the human detection and
identification accuracy.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose mmSense a novel approach that
leverages mmWave sensing to implement human detection
and identification. The traditional methods have a variety of
drawbacks. The visible light imaging system(e.g. cameras)
cannotwork in dark or low-light conditions and requiremas-
sive computation power. The WiFi-based sensing technique
requires controlled environments and cannotdetectmultiple
people.mmSense candetect and localize thepresencesofmul-
tiplepeople simultaneouslybyusing60GHzsignals tofinger-
print the environments with and without human presence.
Moreover, we propose a novel approach that uses humans’
outline profile and vital signs to identify multiple people by
using 60 GHz reflected signals of the human body. We con-
duct extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach.
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